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A digital platform for sharing asthma care information 
between a child’s primary and secondary caregivers

BreatheEasy

This project was created for an interaction design course at IIT Institute of Design. 
I worked as part of a team alongside Ying-Tong Cai, Hank Garrett, and Yakun Zhou. 

During the class, my contribution included research, analysis, and concept generation, as 
well as leading an ideation workshop with an external stakeholder and generating 
deliverables for presentations. 

After the class, I further refined the concept as an independent project. This involved a 
deeper exploration of what content should be presented to the user (and how and when to 
do so). I also sketched out new screens, created new high-fidelity versions, and generated 
the information architecture diagram, screen flow, and the ‘Status Quo’ and ‘Dealing with 
Information’ models found in the appendix.
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Project Overview



Asthma can be a debilitating, chronic health condition 
that affects people of all ages. The city of Chicago has a 
particularly high prevalence of childhood asthma. 

Based on NIH-funded research conducted by a separate 
team at IIT Institute of Design, and supplemented by our 
own secondary research, my team explored how 
technology-based interventions could improve asthma 
care for young children in Chicago.

Introduction
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We focused on the sharing of critical asthma care 
information between a child’s multiple caregivers.  

Medical care is a complex subject on its own. When a child is being cared for 
by different individuals at different times, each with their own level of asthma 
care knowledge, the complexity only increases. 

Add to the challenge the fact that, at each care handoff, there is an 
opportunity for critical care information to become lost or misunderstood. 

We sought to create a platform that would help fill these gaps by making it 
easier to transfer asthma care knowledge between multiple care partners.

Our Scope
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Deliver the right data at the right time 

Be part of a platform that is affordable and accessible 

Provide access to care data in an engaging and intuitive manner

Design Principles
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Multiple Platforms for Multiple Uses
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BreatheEasy is a coordinated caregiver platform that uses 
smartphone and text message interfaces to simplify and 
support the care handoff experience. 

Desktop/web app 
- Principal data entry hub for the primary caregiver 

Smartphone app 
- On-the-go care management for the primary caregiver 
- Delivers comprehensive care information 
- Also available to interested secondary caregivers 

SMS 
- Delivers only the most crucial information 
- Accessible by most secondary caregivers, regardless of 
handset, data plan restrictions, or technical knowledge
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Areas of focus for this report
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A Day with the App
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Sarah is a 40-year-old single mother living in Chicago. Her 
young daughter, Ashley, suffers from severe asthma. 

During the day, Sarah works at a clothing store downtown. 
While she’s at work, she hands off care of her daughter to a 
friend, relative, or babysitter, depending on who’s free. 

Though her care network is dependable, not everyone 
knows how to take care of Ashley’s asthma – how to 
prevent attacks, what to do in case of an attack, and how 
to ensure Ashley has a good time without feeling trapped 
at home.

Overview



A Day with the App
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It’s Sunday morning, and Sarah gets a call from work that 
her Friday shift was changed to Thursday. 

This means that Sarah now needs to find someone to take 
care of Ashley on Thursday. 

With this in mind, Sarah launches the BreatheEasy app and 
navigates to her list of caregivers.

Select a caregiver



A Day with the App
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Jim Sanders is one of Sarah’s most dependable relatives.  

She taps his name to take a quick look at her notes.

Select a caregiver



A Day with the App
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Sarah sees Jim is usually available on Thursdays, so she 
goes ahead and creates a new care request with him.

Create a new care request



A Day with the App
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She starts by giving a brief, descriptive title to the request, 
since she knows it will be sent to Jim as a text message.

Enter basic details



A Day with the App
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Sarah proceeds to review the pre-populated info. 

Most of it comes from data she entered on her computer, 
but some details have adapted over time — for example, 
her typical hours for a Sunday would be 10-6, and the app 
displays these by default.

Enter basic details



A Day with the App
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Sarah opens a dialog window to change the request from 
Sunday to Thursday...

Enter basic details



A Day with the App
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…and the time automatically updates to reflect her usual 
weekday working hours. 

However, Sarah’s boss asked her to come an hour early this 
Thursday to help set up the store.

Enter basic details



A Day with the App
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Enter basic details

With this in mind, she changes the start from 7 to 6…



A Day with the App
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…and taps OK to move on with the request.

Enter basic details



A Day with the App
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The app will send Jim an alert the day before the care 
session. Sarah knows Jim is pretty dependable, so she 
decides a single reminder should suffice. 

With the basics complete, Sarah moves to the next step.

Enter basic details



A Day with the App
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Here Sarah is able to review key care information, such as a 
list of Ashley’s asthma triggers, the kinds of activities that 
are safe for her, and how to treat any issues that might 
arise during care. 

While most of this information is current, Ashley had an 
incident last night — running around the house triggered a 
pretty bad asthma attack. 

Sarah decides to update the list of triggers.

Review care information



A Day with the App
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With a quick tap, Sarah marks “exercise” as a trigger for 
Jim to know about.

Review care information



A Day with the App
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She decides to check that her notes on exercise as a 
trigger are still accurate, as this info will be available to Jim 
during the care session.

Review care information



A Day with the App
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Everything looks good…

Review care information



A Day with the App
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…so Sarah saves her changes to the triggers section.

Review care information



A Day with the App
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From the progress indicator, Sarah sees she’s about 
halfway done the care request. 

She taps NEXT to move ahead.

Review care information



A Day with the App
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If Sarah needed someone to watch Ashley today, she would 
probably just call Jim directly rather than using the app to 
set up the request. 

However, she has some lead time before Thursday, and 
knows that using the app will streamline the request process 
and also provide the caregiver all the details they need. 

Accordingly, she taps YES to create a custom care message.

Create a custom request message



A Day with the App
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Sarah adds a quick note to Jim, and appreciates that all 
the logistical details are pre-populated so that she doesn’t 
have to type them in herself.

Create a custom request message



A Day with the App
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Her message to Jim complete, Sarah taps on SEND to 
formally send out the request.

Create a custom request message



A Day with the App
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As a final step, Sarah can provide Jim with special 
instructions for the session. 

These will only be sent if Jim accepts the request — no 
need to clutter his inbox before then!

Add special instructions



A Day with the App
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Sarah adds a note about Ashley’s recent asthma 
attack, and taps FINISH to complete the process.

Add special instructions



A Day with the App
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The app navigates back to Jim’s caregiver info screen, 
where Sarah sees a message confirming the request was 
sent and a “Pending” indicator beside the request details.

View care request status



A Day with the App
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Switching views for a moment, Jim receives an SMS from 
the BreatheEasy with Sarah’s care request, as well as text 
prompts he can use to respond. 

His schedule is wide open for Thursday, so Jim replies Yes. 

A few moments later, he receives two more text messages: 
one with Sarah’s additional note, and the other with text 
prompts Jim can use to access care details by SMS.

Secondary caregiver view



A Day with the App
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Switching views again, Sarah gets a notification that Jim 
has accepted her care request. 

Sure enough, on Jim’s caregiver screen, the request status 
has changed from Pending to Confirmed.

View care request status



A Day with the App
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With Thursday all set, Sarah decides to check her care 
schedule for the rest of the week, tapping the up button to 
go back to her caregiver list.

Review my care calendar



A Day with the App
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Once there, she taps on the My Requests action to 
review her full care schedule.

Review my care calendar



A Day with the App
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Within this calendar view, Sarah is able to see that she’s 
covered from Monday through Thursday. 

She does spot an alert for Friday, however, and taps that 
day to find out more.

Review my care calendar



A Day with the App
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It looks like Stephanie (one of Sarah’s other caregivers) 
never replied to her request to watch Ashley on Friday. 

Now that she’s off work on Friday, Sarah decides to cancel 
the pending request and taps on the cell below the 
calendar to view more details.

Review my care calendar



A Day with the App
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On the request details screen, Sarah opens the top menu…

Delete a care session



A Day with the App
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…selects Delete from the list of options…

Delete a care session



A Day with the App
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…and removes the care request. 

At the same time, the app sends a message directly to 
Stephanie to let her know of the change.

Delete a care session



A Day with the App
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Sarah’s care schedule is now all set for the week ahead. 

It’s about time to put away her phone and spend the 
afternoon with Ashley!

Delete a care session



Design Process



Content flows
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To redesign the app, I mapped 
out the steps involved in setting 
up a care request and the key 
info required by the user at 
each step.



Content flows (continued)
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To ensure the concept would 
hold up in a variety of 
scenarios, I explored what 
would happen if the secondary 
caregiver responded to the care 
request in a number of ways, as 
well as what would happen if 
the primary caregiver changed 
the request after it went out.



Content planning
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With the content flows in place, 
I planned out what information 
should appear in each section of 
the app to ensure it would meet 
the user’s needs at all times.



Sketching it out
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I created a number of 
mockups to explore different 
content layouts and interface 
elements to use in the app.



Refining and refining
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The first row of wireframes 
shows an early version of the 
flow for adding a new caregiver 
to one’s care team. 

The second row shows an older 
version of the flow for making a 
care request. 

As the designs progressed, I 
made a number of changes to 
the screens and task flows to 
ensure a focused and up-to-date 
experience for the user.

Updated team list

-  Newly-added care team members are 
   added to the list

Adding a care team member

-  Users can enter details via manually 
   or via their contact books/social
   networks
-  Users can add notes re: caregiver’s 
   availability, asathma knowledge, etc.

Care team list

-  Lists current caregivers in the system
-  Lets user add/delete/edit care team
-  Provides basic indications (positive/
   negative) from caregivers’ past 
   performance

Landing screen

-  Allows navigation to three main 
   content areas
-  Displays in-app notifications

Team Member 4

Team Member 3

Team Member 2

Team Member 1

John Smith

EditCare Team

Notes

Phone

Last

First

SaveAdd New

Team Member 4

Team Member 3

Team Member 2

Team Member 1

AddCare Team

Doctor / Emergency

Care Notes

Care Team

Welcome

Wireframes – 1 of 2

Care request part 3: emergencies

-  Allows the primary caregiver to share 
   instructions for emergency care 
   situations as an easily accessible 
   reference for the secondary caregiver

Care request part 2: activity list

-  Gives options to specify activities that 
   are OK or off-limits for the care 
   session, based on the child’s health 
   and environmental conditions 

Care request part 1: general

-  User enters basic details of care 
   request: time, date, location

Requesting a care session

-  Care requests can be made in a team 
   member’s details screen

Wireframes – 2 of 2

If event 3 occurs...

Details on what to do in case 
the above takes place.

If event 2 occurs...

Details on what to do in case 
the above event takes place.

If event 1 occurs...

Details on what to do in case 
the above event takes place.

Submit3. Emergencies

Add new activity

Y NActivity 3 OK?

Y NActivity 2 OK?

Y NActivity 1 OK?

Standard care request

Next2. Activity List

Time to

Time from

Care location

Title of request

Message will be sent by app

Next1. Care Request Info

Available weekendsNotes

212-555-1234Phone

SmithLast

First John

New Care Request

EditContact Details
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BreatheEasy

Health Info App Settings

Care notes

Emergency contacts

Prescription details

My Requests

Calendar View

Care Session List

- Follow up
- Edit
- Cancel

Care Session Details

- Follow up
- Edit
- Cancel

- Call
- Message
- Add notes
- Edit
- Create new care request

Caregiver Details

Care Team

Caregivers List
- Add new caregiver
- Delete caregiver

Care Request
- Input data
- Send to caregiver
- Send special instructions

Content Structure
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Experience Goal

To protect Ashley from asthma-related health risks

Product Goal

Easily share relevant treatment information with 
Ashley’s caregivers

End Goal

Not worry so much when others are taking care of 
Ashley, and letting Ashley live a “normal” life

Stressors and Desires

Constantly worries about Ashley’s health
Her brother/babysitters care for Ashley during the day
Tries to explain to them how to treat Ashley’s asthma, 
but not confident the message gets through
Wishes for a more “real-time” way to get updates on 
Ashley’s health status when she’s away

More time spent with child

Low asthma 
care expertise

"Care Quarterback”

High asthma 
care expertise

Less time spent with child

To help us design for this particular user, we made a 
2 x 2 matrix plotting a caregiver’s asthma knowledge 
with the amount of time spent with the child.

Caregiver Profile

General Info

40 years old
Single mother
Works during the day at a clothing store
Cares for her 4-year-old asthmatic daughter, Ashley

Sarah, Primary Caregiver

User Archetype



Push navigation

Modal window

In-place content change

Screen Flow for New Care Request



Exploring the current care handoff experience

Primary caregiver – Challenges

Action / Event

Primary caregiver – Questions

Secondary caregiver – Questions

Before handoff During care After care

Finding someone 
dependable so she can go 
to work and not have to 
rush home if something 
goes wrong

Putting together heath care 
notes and instructions for 
someone who may not 
know much about asthma

Who’s free to watch my kid?
Who can I rely on?
Who knows about asthma?

Did I forget anything 
critical?
Does this all make sense?

Ensuring care details are 
shared with and understood 
by secondary caregiver 
before leaving for work

Did he understand the 
instructions I gave?
Will he follow my notes?
Will he look at my notes?

Feeling confident her child 
will have a safe and 
enjoyable day

How is my child doing?

Knowing the secondary 
caregiver can access the 
right information at critical 
moments

Can he handle an asthma 
attack  in a timely, safe, and 
appropriate manner?

Receiving all critical 
information on her 
daughter’s health status 
while she was at work

Primary caregiver finds 
someone to watch her child

Primary caregiver puts 
together details on child’s 
asthma care

Care handoff is made from 
primary to secondary 
caregiver

Secondary caregiver begins 
to watch the child for today

Child has an asthma attack Care handoff is made from 
secondary to primary 
caregiver

Did everything go OK?
Was there anything he 
forget to tell me?

What do I need to do?
Am I expected to know 
about asthma care?

How am I supposed to 
remember all this?
What did she mean by ___?
How do I give the inhaler?

What is the child not 
allowed to do because of 
her asthma?

What is happening?
How serious is this?
How do I use the inhaler?
Should I call an ambulance?

Did I forget anything?

Mapping the Status Quo



Care team information

Care rules and activities

Care journal (TBD)

Before handoff During care After care

Primary Caregiver (PCG) adds contact info 
for Secondary Caregiver (SCG) either via 
phone address book or manually

N/A PCG can add notes on SCG’s quality of 
care for future reference

PCG can adjust list of approved activities 
and conditions based on how the care 
session went

SCG enters basic details of how care 
session went, based on guided prompts 
from BreatheEasy

PCG can add notes to the care journal to 
record observations after the fact

BreatheEasy monitors local air quality data 
and filters the pre-approved activities list 
accordingly – for instance, a high pollen 
count might remove going to a park from 
the list

BreatheEasy tracks if and when the SCG 
seeks care data, and highlights accessed 
info so the PCG can understand areas of 
interest/confusion

If the child uses a ‘smart’ inhaler, its use is 
logged into the care journal

PCG browses a list of activities for her 
child (e.g., playing outside, art projects, 
being near animals, etc.), marking those 
that are allowed based on her child’s 
asthma severity

BreatheEasy adds an entry to the care 
journal, to which the PCG is able to add 
notes about the upcoming care session

How is data entered into BreatheEasy?

Dealing with Information


